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!"INTRODUCTION what is the SLLC?
#$"DELIVERABLES goals, concepts, ideas
%$"OUR PROCESS visiting the site, site analysis, maps
%&"COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
class activities, cooperation, division of work

!$"REFLECTION what have we done?
!!"NEXT STEPS our recommendations

The UC Davis Sustainable Living and Learning Community (SLLC) is a coalition
of organizations providing teaching and experiential learning in agriculture,
ecology, and sustainability to students and members of the Davis community.
The SLLC was established during the 2013-2014 school year by the students
and faculty who participated in the Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems
Capstone Project. This project helped document the values, relationships and
opportunities that existed in all of the organizations within the Sustainable
Research Area coalition, which includes the Solar Community Housing Association (SCHA), ASUCD, Agricultural Sustainability Institute, and the College of
Agricultural and Environmental Sciences.
Today, there are several programs affiliated with the SLLC; this includes the
Student Farm, Project Compost, the Domes, the Tri Co-ops, the Experimental
Community Garden, Eco Garden, D-Lab, Market Garden, and the Feminist
Research Institute. Within this space, these communities offer students the
opportunity to gain hands-on experience in farming, composting,
design-build projects, democratic decision-making, cooperative living, and
more. During this quarter, our team got the chance to learn more about the
space and our community partner by working together on the SLLC site.
Because we had nine people in our group, we encountered challenges in our
work flow but in the end we were able to accomplish many of our goals. For
our community partner, we delivered designs for the Woods, the EC Garden
Front Porch, and the Eastern Edge. In this booklet, we will take you through
our process in achieving our final deliverables.
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the SLLC is located west of
main campus, between
Orchard Road and
Hutchinson Drive. It sits on
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Our First Set of Project Goals
Initial Community Survey and Communication - we will administer an online survey via Google
Forms and conduct in-person interviews and meetings to learn about the main goals and objectives of the community stakeholders. This information will be organized into a report
Secondary Community Survey - after we use the community’s input to create our designs, we
will collect feedback on renderings and plans to gauge success. This information may not be
included in the report, but the raw data will be made available to the client
Tree Map - it will include a species census in the Wild Area and Edges, with individual canopy
and trunk size.
Comprehensive Space Design for North and East Edge - includes an updated base map and
renderings for possible designs that include bike racks, wastebaskets, landscaping, parking,
path design, and street lighting
Investigation of North Edge - deliver a short report communicating the possible placement,
species types, and cost-benefit analysis of having a California native hedgerow on the north
edge. We would like to work with Rachel Long and John Anderson on this portion of the project.
For the connectivity, we considered about some goals:
Current Path Map - a site map of existing paths using GPS technology. We will gain an understanding of which paths get the most use.
Possible Future Path Map - a plan view rendering of the future path system
A Plant Palette Visual for the path spaces
Gateway Design Possibility- a rendering for a gateway design on the north edge of the SLLC

Revised Project Goals
The purpose of LDA 141 is about Community Participation, which means we should contribute to
our group in this class equally and should also cooperate with our teammates. The project started
by we met each other as an individual of LDA141. We chose to one of the group members of SLLC
by ourselves. We knew each other, trusted each other and also listened to each other’s ideas. After
we started to design our site, we went to visit the site and learnt about what are the potentials and
issues of the site. At first, our main purpose is to suport the themes of Edges, Connectivity and
Wayfinding as what we discussed with our client Carol Hillhouse. Furthermore, during the time we
showed our process to our clients, they provided advice and what they want about this site for us
to modify our design. After showing our work to Carol, we added the design to the front porch in
order to satisfy her need to SLLC project. The design process is not straight, and this book’s purpose is to express how we make it out and what we have done to the SLLC project. One quarter is
short, we cannot say our design is completed perfectly, but we made the progression step by step
in this class. During our site analysis, we realized that the SLLC has a lot of moving parts, stakeholders, and projects - it was a challenge to pin down our scope of priorities. After a meeting with
Carol, we revised our project goals and came up with a new set of potential deliverables
1. Updated Comprehensive Map of the Woods
2. Sketches, Plant Information, and Other Renderings of the East Entry Point at EC Garden and
Along the East Edge
3. Informative Signage and Pamphlets About The Woods and the SLLC
4. “Workshop in the Woods” Community Outreach Event

Preliminary Site Analysis

FINDING THE EC GARDEN
FRONT PORCH
Criteria for deciding on location of the
Front Porch:
-Window Shoppers-- Site has proximity to
traffic on Orchard park Dr.
-Physical Connectedness-- Site boundary
abuts many other parts of the SLLC
-Fits Within Existing Fabric-- Site is already used as an informal gathering
sapce.

Sensory Analysis and Path Mapping
Sure, now we know where
everything is, but what is like
to BE THERE?
-All Trails
-Traditional Apporach

FEELING SKETCHES TO INFORM DESIGN

site visit:

We made a few visits to the site and used sketching to document our experiences and “feelings”
in the space. Site visits are crucial to the design
process because it informs the designer of existing site elements, who uses the space, and potential purposes for the site.
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